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Earth symbol meaning in literature

The Ancients believed that the world consisted of four basic elements – fire, water, air and Earth. These were considered the critical energy forces that attracted their lives. All of these elements are integral parts of matter or the physical universe, and the human body is a physical creation that exists in the material realm. Therefore,
humans seemed made and paid for by the four elements. Maintaining a balance between these elements is supported to ensure physical as well as psychological well-being. Everything in the physical world is observed to have a combination of four main features – hot, cold, dry and humid. A combination of fire produced hot and dry, hot
and wet brought air, cold and dry gave earth, cold and wet combined to produce water. Furthermore, these four elements are combined to create life, but only with the quintessential fifth element, the life force, the Ether, the Wind, or Prana. Almost all cultures around the world were of great importance to the four elements and the elements
came to acquire a powerful symbolism. This elemental fire is thought to be the first element born when the universe is formed. The fire is attributed to transformative and purising forces. It can give heat and allow life, and it can also burn and destroy. On the spiritual plane, fire represents light and physical alignment, it is the sun or the
flame. The element symbolizes amazing energy, activity, creativity, passion, freedom, power, love, vision, anger, power, will, assertiveness, courage, dynamism. It is associated with the summer season and its parallel direction is south. The symbolic representation of fire is a triangle pointing upwards. RingFire Fire Element
PendantWaterWater is located in Power Cleaning. It symbolizes dreams, healing, flow, fluidity, purification, renewal, stability, power, change, fertility, devotion, acceptance and unconditional love. It symbolizes death as well as rebirth. It gives life, but can also be devastating. Fresh water represents good living and health, while
contaminated water/stagnation is emblematic of bad health. It is associated with the autumn season and the western direction. An inverted triangle is the symbolic representation of the water element. PendantAirIt water element is associated with the breath of life and is attributed to cleaning power. Air symbolizes communication,
intelligence, perception, knowledge, learning, thinking, imagination, creativity, harmony and travel. This source of life can also, at times, become a force of terrible destruction. The air is associated with the spring season and its parallel direction is east. The air emblem is an upright triangle with a horizontal line running through it. Air
element ring pendant element earrings element atmosphere describing the Earth element has cleaning power. It symbolizes prosperity, fertility, stability, order, grounded, food, creativity, physical Nourishment, solidity, reliability, confidence, permanence, intuition, introspection and wisdom. The Earth-related season is winter and the
associated direction is north. The element is symbolically represented by an inverted triangle with a horizontal line running through it. RingEarth earth element The male and female symbolism element of the four elementsThe soil and water are the heavier elements and have a downward direction. Therefore, they came to represent the
female archetype, the intuitive function, the passive state and the properties of chinese wine. These two elements are associated with the symbolism of Mother Earth.On the other hand, the air is above water &amp; earth and has a natural upward motion, while the blazing sun, stars, and sky are above even the air. Both of these elements
have a male archetype and symbolize the thinking function, the active state, and the properties of the yang. They are related to the sky Father.The four elements and astrology the four elements are believed to control the 12 zodiac signs. The various elementary characteristics are associated with the behavioral and personal attributes of
individuals; People born under a certain zodiac are believed to have characteristics similar to that of the elements that control the sign. As such, fire signs are Aries, Leo, Sagittarius Signs are Gemini, Libra, and Delisimans are Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn signs are crab, scorpio, pisces The four essential elements exist in all of us and
their unique combinations determine our unique personality. These elements represent energy and symbolize different faces of human life. They all come from nature. As a result, by connecting with them and understanding their presence in us, we are aware of our connection with nature and our relationship with the divine.
Resources:The four jewelry elements in: Alchemy, Religious, Western Culture, Earth Share Elements is one of the four classic elements. This element symbolizes physical sensation and growth. It also represents the expression of matter. The alchemical symbol of the Earth is a triangle pointing downwards with a line across it at the edge.
The Earth is cold because it resists the heat of fire. Earth's constant motion is contrary to the constant motion of fire. It symbolizes the image of the mother of the earth, which is a universal symbol of fertility, inexhaustible creativity, and food. Earth Element represents the feminine and passive or the yin of Chinese symbolism and is
traditionally described as geometric by a square or visual cube with the colors brown, black or yellow. Its properties are cold as opposed to the heat of the fire and stable, solid and not moving as opposed to the constant movement of fire. The symbolism most associated with the Earth's element are the places below or inside the Earth.
Mountains rise from the face of the earth and therefore find symbolism in fire and in the air. On the other hand. Oceans, caves, cavities, canyons and valleys are within the Earth and relate to the symbolism of earth's element. The most common symbolism of the Earth is the valley that symbolizes fertility and stands in contrast to the
mountains that symbolize a lack of vegetation and fertility. References Symbolism.Org About.com: The four classic elements of Western religious culture alchemy and community content elements are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. The world was once thought to be made up of the four basic elements of water, fire,
soil and air. This concept does not use modern science at all, which defined more elements than the original four bases. However, the four elements still retain a powerful symbolism in the overall realm of strongly correspondenced imaginary experience with internal situations and emotions. In this sense, although the world may form from
many different elements, their effect on the individual is subject to a type of classification based on the four elements. One of the great studies of correspondence between the basic elements and the inner states was conducted by the French philosopher Gaston Batchelard in books Water and Dreams, Air and with Revere, Earth and the
Agitation of the Earth, the Earth and the Inverter of Fire. In the introduction to the psychoanalysis of literary critic Northrop Fry, Batchelard emphasizes Batchelard's arguments about the relationship of elements to experience: the four elements are not a conception of great use of modern chemistry - so, they are not elements of nature. But
as Batchelard's book and his accompanying works show, and as a wealth of literature down to Eliot's quartet, soil, air, water and fire are still the four foundations of an imaginary experience, and always will be. Fry notes that the importance of the elements to perceptions is based on early beliefs that the elements were related to the four
humors of the organic world through the principles of humid, warm, cold and dry: centuries ago the four possible combinations of the four 'principles', warm, cold, humid and dry, were produced, in the organic world. The four humors, and in the organic world, the four elements. The four humors, like the four elements, don't really use
modern science. But like the elements, humor is important to the symbolism of internal states. Fry points out that they may be the elements of imaginary perception. There are a number of interesting relationships between the elements and aspects of the place that we discussed throughout the book. One of the relationships is between the
elements and the colors. The colors associated with the water are blue and green or receding in colors while the fire-choked colors are red and orange or Colors. The colors associated with the Earth are brown, black and yellow, and those associated with air are blue and gold. Another link is between the basic elements and the basic
geometric visual symbols. Water associated with the triangle points downwards while the fire is tied to the triangle pointing upwards. Earth is associated with a square or cube and air is tied to a circle or arch. Perhaps the most obvious general symbolism of the elements is the division between masculine and feminine. Fire and air
represent the yang within Chinese thought and symbolize the male archetype, active state, and thinking function. Water and soil represent yin within Chinese philosophy and symbolize the female archetype, passive state, and intuitive function. Fire and air have found a historical connection with heaven and a relationship with the well-
known symbolism of Father Heaven. The earth and water were associated with the symbolism of Mother Earth. As Jung noted in his essay Psychology of The Transfer in Psychotherapy Practice, of the elements, two are active - fire and air, and two are passive - earth and water. For example, fire is related to the sun and in the light of day
that relates to consciousness. This is a phenomenon above space in that the quality of fire moves upwards rather than downwards. Our sensory perceptions relate to fire both the heat of the day and the heat of the summer season when light controls the darkness. Water is the foundation whose symbolism stands in direct contrast to that
of fire. It is associated with unconsciousness, night darkness and the monthly cycles of the moon which control the ocean tide. As the fire moves upwards water moves downwards and is conducted beneath space rather than above space. The air element has a male archetype and the Earth element is a female archetype. Again, there is a
similar symbolism with these two elements and those of fire and water. Air is above space because it is most above Earth rather than in the earth or below Earth. Like water, the Earth is beneath space rather than above space. The basic masculine and feminine symbolism of the elements finds correspondence instead of symbolism. The
most unique features of ecosystems in the world relate to climatic conditions and physical landscape. The climate directly refers to the amount of water contained in ecosystems and the main aspect of physical landscapes is verticality. In this sense, the main natural regions of the world can be divided between the dry, wet, low or high
ones. The quality of dryness and altitude is associated with elements of air and fire and moisture and lowlands in water and soil. Using these criteria we reach the Natural World Division for masculine and feminine places. The main female places in the world have traditionally been the oceans and forests. Main masculinity Traditionally
there have been mountains and deserts. The earth's element refers to the valleys and caves that are within and surrounded by the earth. The jungles and temperate tropics of the world are combinations of elements of fire and water and qualities of moisture and heat. As the various ecosystems of the world have a certain climate and the
connection of the elements with the physical areas can be expanded to apply to climate and weather phenomena discussed. All the different weather phenomena involve the control of one of the four elements: the phenomenon of rain and snow associated with water; hurricanes and air-related tornadoes; Lightning repeats fire and
earthquakes associated with earth's wandering. As it is with other symbolic aspects of places, there is also a connection between the elements and story genres. Vegetation is associated with the female archetype and lack of vegetation with the male archetype. We can therefore notice that the Western story genre set in a barren
landscape without vegetation is a masculine genre. On the other hand, the romance genre is often set in a forest where vegetation is plentiful. In fact, the whole romance genre evolved from the fairy tales of romance and fodder set in the forests of England during the Time of King Arthur. Western and romantic genres have more to do with
the qualities of the elements than space. Important to the Hanel genres of romance and west is the presence or lack of vegetation which directly relates to fire and water. All genres, though, are not defined by their context and elements. For example, the horror genre and the sci-fi genre have a much more important symbolic contextual
role than the qualities of fire and water. The horror genre is associated with the female archetype and involves inner space and down while science fiction deals with space above and outside. Besides the connection of elements to specific genres there may also be a relationship between elements and the temperaments of certain artists.
At least that's something B. B. B. Offers. In The Psychoanalysis of Fire, he notes that poets may have humor not in their bodies or characters, but in their poetic poetic temperament reflected in preference to a parallel element. The element of air is related to the temperament of the sanitary. The element of fire with the nervous
temperament. The element of water with the lymphatic temperament and the earth element with the bitter temperament. Batchelard provides examples of specific adjustments between certain poetic temperaments and elements: Hoffman's use of fire is one; The use of water by Edgar Allan Poe is another and the use of air by Nietzsche is
another. Of course, the symbolism of the elements was an important symbolism in the context of individual literary works. This topic in itself is far away Wide to examine here but we can mention a familiar example of element symbolism. In The Great Gatsby the elements are used to represent parts of the world that Gatsby is trying to
control. Ernest Lockridge raises this point in the foreword to The Great Gatsby's Twentieth Century Interpretations Book, in which he writes: ... Silver gives Gatsby control over three of the four medieval 'elements': his 'amazing car' Earth Masters, symbolically, air ('with bumpers spread out as wings scattered light through half of Astoria.'),
his 'hydroplane' masters air and water. What he finally can't control is the fourth element, fire, the receliter symbol of change, which metaphorically destroys it. It's after 'almost the last, definitely the hottest day' of summer, in an atmosphere of sweltering heat, that Gatsby died. Summer conveys cruelty to autumn, life to death. Fitzgerald's
Gatsby uses the basic elements to provide this kind of symbolism and place in the story. The movement or conflict of elements can give great dramatic power to the narrative. The unity of atmosphere and atmosphere bought from focusing on one element throughout the narrative was lost in a drama bought in contrast. John Steinbeck's
famous Grapes of Wrath offers a good example of the dramatic relationship between elements and phenomena. The reader is aware of this match, which is biblical in the dimension at the very beginning of the novel in which Steinbeck exploits the power of the symbolism of the place in colors, time and especially the basic elements and
weather phenomena. In setting the scene for the dust bowl years of America's depression and its tone is apocalyptic. To the Red State and part of the gray state of Oklahoma, the recent rains have come gently, and they haven't cut the scarred soil... In the latter part of May the sky cleared and the clouds that hung in tall puffs for so long in
the spring dissipated. The sun shone on the growing corn day after day until a line of heat spread along the edge of each green pike. The clouds appeared and went, and in a while they didn't try anymore. The darker noves to protect themselves, and they didn't spread anymore. The earth's surface is crusted, a thin, hard crust, and a time
when the sky has pale, so the earth has become pale, pink in the red and white land in the gray land. Time is late May and early summer. Almost supernatural heat catches the earth. The elements of earth, air, fire and water are in battle with each other. The heat of the sun has a white influence on Earth and turns the red state pale pink
and the gray state white. The drama of the interrelationship is between elements of fire, earth, air and water - the fire of the sun, the earth turning to dust, the moving air of winds and the rainwater coming and going. The sun flutters like the head of a magnesium game, the Earth turns to dust. Anything exciting, writes Steinbeck, picked up
Air. Hope centered toward the sky and the big clouds marching from Texas and golf, the heavy clouds high but the clouds only knocking out a water snout and then rushing to another state. A wind follows the rain clouds, driving them north, a wind that has collided with the softness of the dying corn. After that, the wind increased steady,
with no breaks until the sky was darkened by the mixing dust and the day was dark. Dawn's coming, but there's not a day. In the gray sky, a red sun appeared, a dull red circle that gave little light, like dusk. And when night came, it was a black night, because the stars couldn't puncture the dust to get off, and the cold window lights didn't
even spread beyond their meters. After hanel's brief familiarity with the general symbolism surrounding the elements, we turn to a discussion of symbolism based on the specific elements. As we have already mentioned, as the reader will see, this symbolism is more used to describe internal reactions to the world than the external
materials (elements) of the world. The unique characteristic of water is to take the form of what surrounds it but never has a specific shape in itself. As Mircea Eliade mentions in Holiness and Gamma, this is because water is incapable of transcending the state of its expression and manifesting itself in forms. Eliade points out that
everything that has shape is expressed above the water, by detaching itself from the water. These moisture and liquidity properties have given the water symbolism of potentials that are unspoiled and undervalued and unfulfilled. While the Earth symbolizes the embodiment of the shape, water symbolizes the breakdown of the shape into a
mass of possibilities. Eliade talks about the symbolism of potential in holiness and nature: water symbolizes the universal sum of virtuality; They are 'spring and origin', the repository of all possibilities of existence; They are ahead of every form and support every work. This symbolism of dissolution has been found to exist in all religions. As
Alyde points out, in every religious complex we find them, water always keeps it functioning; They crumble, cancel forms, wash sins; They immediately purify and regenerate. Their destiny is to get ahead of creation and re-absorb it. And in fact the water is very old with the Bible that puts its existence before the earth. Genesis 1,2 says that
darkness was across the depths. And the Spirit of God moves across the water. This ability to cancel forms is related to childbirth, death and regeneration. Water is associated with the principle of moisture and the movement of blood and nectar as life within vegetation and animals. It is also related to the waters of the uterus where
individual life comes from and from the waters of the oceans where human life evolved. Water has the power. Dissolve, purify, rinse and regenerate. In contrast, it is the principle of dryness and the static state of life. These aspects of water related to childbirth, death and regression gave him an important part of baptism, one of the main



rituals of religion. Eliade holyly points out that immersion in water symbolizes regression to the re-incorporation of pre-incorporation into the unexisting state of pre-existence; Immersion is equivalent to breaking down shapes. This is why symbolism of water implies both death and rebirth. He points out that contact with water always brings
regeneration because decomposition accompanies a new birth (and)... Because immersion violates and doubles life's potential. This marine cosmology, he notes, has a parallel on a human level in the belief that humanity was born of water. The ability of water to eliminate shapes and take over different forms provides different types of
water symbolism in the larger context of the water symbolism discussed. For example, Gaston Batchelard identifies several states of water such as clear, working, stagnating, dead, fresh, salt, reflecting, purifying, deep, and tying. You can see that while the underlying state of water is passive and this passive state can be affected by a
number of factors such as weather phenomena and the location of water as above or below sea level. Within ancient civilizations it above and below the symbolism of water was very important. Renee Gannon notes in man and becomes according to Vedanta, the upper water is potentially related while the low water is related to reality.
The high waters also had union-related symbolism, while the low waters had the symbolism of chaos or the ever-changing world of expression. Page 2 Since water is an effect by gravity, its nature is to flow down from above. In fact, the visual symbol for water is a triangle pointing downwards. Water from place above flows down active
until it reaches the place below. Water in the downward motion is active and has other aspects of the male yang in it. Water moving down finds symbolism in rivers that represent the linear flow of time. The most extreme form of water in the downward motion is in waterfalls that offer the most extreme symbolism of water moving
downwards. Water at its passive peak symbolizes lakes and ponds and other small bodies of water. This type of water reflects due to its smooth surface and not surprisingly that this type of water attracts people close to it and engage in an act of refection. This is significant here because the myth of a central daffodil around the
mesmerizing surface-reflecting force of water has. It was this water situation that was the first sight for mankind. The oceans and other large bodies of water in the world are a kind of intermediate ground between river activity and the passivity and reflection of the lakes. A symbol of agitated choppy waters is traditionally associated with the
phantom flux of life's material things and relates to the detours and arrogance of life. Agitated water is more subject to wind-bound climatic conditions than geographic terrain. Deep waters such as sea, lakes and wells have symbolism associated with the dead and natural. Water plays a major role in various weather phenomena.
Rainstorms and blizzards involve a free drop of water from top to bottom. Floods occur when water containment fails. Tidal waves involve the movement of water by earth's element while hurricanes and breaking entaile water movement through the element of air. Clouds, fog, humidity and fog symbolize between countries where water is
mixed with air and becomes something like clouds bound to Earth with certain elements of clouds. Like a time of twilight night to day, water in this twilight state is represented by fog and fog. Among the four basic elements the fire was called an ultra-living element. One of the most brilliant analyses of fire symbolism ever performed is
Gaston's psychoanalysis in Chelard's Fire. In the book, Batchelard makes this point about the unique life of fire: it is intimate and universal. He lives in our hearts. He lives in the sky. It rises from the depths of matter and offers itself in the warmth of love. Or he could go back to the material and hide there, undercover and forbidden, like
hate and revenge. The perception of a hidden inner world of fire, Chelard notes, is the basis of Dante's innment. Traditionally, fire has represented the active and masculine or the yang of Chinese symbolism. Its primary symbolism is related to the sun and the forces of transformation and purification. Its basic movement is upward rather
than downward like water. Traditionally, the basic symbol for fire is an upward pointing triangle or pyramid. Fire colors are the advanced colors of red and orange and the aspects of fire are flames and rays. While lye has different countries associated with movement or fire rest always moves and consumes. The place of fire in natural
systems is represented by deserts and mountains. The deserts symbolize the high-quality dryness and heat associated with fire and the mountains symbolize the form of fire of an upward pyramid. Like the element of fire they represent, deserts have been tragically linked to purification. Elements of place symbolism associated with fire is
during the daytime and especially at noon when sunlight and heat is greatest. The connection with the sun makes fire a phenomenon above space rather than a space phenomenon below or within space. A natural phenomenon representing fire is lightning, and the appearance of fire out of control symbolizes the burning of the forest.
There is an interesting relationship of fire with the symbolic place of heaven. In an illustrated encyclopedia of traditional symbols, J.C. Discusses the origin of the phrase baptism in fire. The term is associated with an experience which restores ancient purity by burning dross of life by passing through fire to restore heaven. Since heaven
was lost, it has been surrounded by fire or protected by guards with swords of flame. These guards and guilt symbolize an understanding that cuts the path to ignorance or indestability. For Gaston Batchelard, fire holds a central place in humanity's experience. In Ash's psychoanalysis he notes that fire was an event for unforgettable
memories and that there... A slightly hypnotized state, which is surprisingly permanent in all fire alarms. This hypnotized state is related to the state of reverie: ... The singularity in front of the fire, its gentle, peace-conscious singularity, is the most naturally concentrated draving. You can count it among those who are better off holding their
object or, if anyone prefers, to their excuse. For Chelard, fire is the main element of bravability. If fire, he says, was taken to be a defining component of the universe, isn't it because it's an element of human thought, the main element of civilizedness? It is almost certain, batchelard says, that fire is exactly the first object, the first
phenomenon, on which the human brain is reflected. Interestingly enough, a number of modern observers compared the TV to the fire and called it the Electronic Brother. Fire and heat were used to symbolize human emotions and especially emotions related to sexual power. The association can be seen in popular clichés as they warmed
to each other or she gave it a cold shoulder or in the heat of passion. Chelard makes some interesting and unusual observations about the connection between fire and sex observing that lovemaking is the first scientific hypothosis about the objective reproduction of fire and that... The conquest of fire was originally a sexual conquest.
Batchelard writes about the surprising fire dichotomies. Among all the phenomena, he notes, he really is the only one who can be so certainly attributed to the touching values of right and wrong. It shines in heaven. It burns in hell. It's subtlety and torture. It's cooking and it's an apocalypse. The fire is also connected to the process of
change. Batchelard notes that slow change is defined by the life process and rapid change is explained by the fire process. As he points out, fire implies the desire to change, to accelerate the passage of time, to bring all life to an end, to the afterlife. In this sense, all changes can slowly be explained by life while everything that changes
quickly can be explained by fire. As Choalard says, through fire everything changes. Batchelard reminds us that when we want everything to change we read about fire. The Earth symbolizes the image of the Mother of the Earth, which is a universal symbol of fertility, inexhaustible. Food. Earth Element represents the feminine and passive
or the yin of Chinese symbolism and is traditionally described as geometric by a square or visual cube with the colors brown, black or yellow. Its properties are cold as opposed to the heat of the fire and stable, solid and not moving as opposed to the constant movement of fire. The symbolism of the place most associated with the Earth's
element are the places below or within the Earth. Mountains rise from the face of the earth and therefore find symbolism in fire and in the air. On the other hand, oceans, caves, cavities, canyons and valleys are within the Earth and relate to the symbolism of earth's element. The most common symbolism of the Earth is the valley that
symbolizes fertility and stands in contrast to the mountains that symbolize a lack of vegetation and fertility. The traditional belief within symbolism is that air is the main element. Along with the fire its general symbolism is associated with the male archetype and the active Yang element. Fire and air are associated with fire not being
possible without air and the safety of the air compressor. The geometric shape that symbolizes air is a bow or a snout and the symbolic colors associated with the air are blue and gold. Aspects of air are dryness, lightness and mobility. One of the great philosophers who used air symbolism was Nietzsche who saw in the air a kind of
higher and gentler matter, the stuff of human freedom. There are two main ideas related to the element of air. One is the idea of breathing and breathing and the other is the idea of spirit. Breathing refers to air on a personal level while the wind refers to the air on a more cosmic level. Breathing symbolizes life and the power of the spirit, as
well as transient and inser significant and elusive. This connection between breathing and spirit is indicated by Jung in symbols of transformation, where he observes that in Arabic and Hebrew the word Roo symbolizes both breathing and spirit. The two movements of breathing - the absorption and morbidity of breathing - symbolize the
intermittent rate of life and death, of expression and reuptake into the universe. In L'Air et les Songes, Chelard notes that breathing is related to the bloodstream and the important symbolic paths of assimilation and evolution. For this reason, difficulty breathing may symbolize difficulty assimilating the principles of the spirit and the universe.
In this way, breathing is to assimilate spiritual power. That's why yoga exercises place particular emphasis on breathing. As Cirlot mentions in the Symbols Dictionary, it allows the person to absorb not only air but also sunlight. This sunlight had a special significance for alchemers who felt it was a kind of continuous mortality of solar
corpus. Because of the movement of the sun and the astral bodies, these corpses were in a constant state of flux and change and filled the entire universe. You're the... I felt like we were constantly breathing in this astral gold. In Christian symbolism, breathing or breathing on a person or thing symbolizes the influence of the Holy Spirit
and the expulsion of evil spirits. While breathing involves air on a personal level, the wind involves air on a cosmic level that symbolizes the spirit and vital breathing of the universe. The wind is actually air in motion or air in its more active state. At the height of its activity it produces the hurricane which is synthesis and connection of the
four elements. In traditional symbolism hurricanes have been acquitted of the power of renewal and regeneration. As J. Cooper .C an illustrated encyclopedia of traditional symbols, the power of the spirit in the existence of life and holding it together gave the spirit a symbolic connection with strings, ropes and wires. The spirit is intangible,
improbable, inser meaningful and elusive. Spirits are considered an errand of the gods and therefore can indicate the presence of divinity. Cooper points out that this is especially true with turbulence which were considered an expression of energy in nature rising from the center of power associated with the gods and supernatural forces
and entities that travel on or speak from these spirits. In this sense, the storm becomes a vehicle for both identity and satan. For example, in the Bible God answers TheUb out of turbulence while in magicians, witches and evil spirits ride in the winds. The connection of air to the wind and the lack of persistence gives it correspondence
over spaces where spiritual matters exist. This is why it is associated with upwardly masculine and active symbols rather than those projecting downwards such as earth and water. Places that have found correspondence with this spatial verticality are mountains. Mountains.
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